Logarithmic and trigonometric transformations result in weights being applied to OTUs that determine the same weight difference between two OTUs if they demonstrate one 1 1 2 morphological variation or the directly inverse relationship. However, the two methods do normalised to the same range. Thus, the tree topology recovered by a cladistic analysis will 1 1 5 be affected by the transformation that is chosen. Furthermore, another method termed linear 1 1 6 transposition scaling (LTS) was presented by Vidovic (2016) and Vidovic and Martill (2017) . John is discussed further to support the concept of LTS. Additionally, graphical and cladistic to geometric morphometric principal component analyses. way. These plots demonstrate that by dividing a smaller number by a larger number, the 1 3 5 states analysed by Researcher 1 are on an exponential scale. greater than one (see the tables in Fig. 2ii ). One may expect both analyses to recover the same tree, given that they are analysing the same morphometric data and treating it seemingly in to that of Researcher 1. The reason for the alternative phylogenetic hypotheses is that it costs 1 4 9 less for each tree respectively, due to the data transformations distributing the states phylogenetic hypotheses contradicting the exact phylogeny more than the other. values approach one (Fig. 2ii) . Mongiardino Koch et al. (2015) Mongiardino Koch et al. (2015) proposed that the data should be log transformed. Similarly, In conclusion, Researcher 2 is representing and coding the data with greater fidelity than Researcher 1, due to Researcher 2 unwittingly making the research decision that best
represented the source data as weighted states (Fig. 2ii) . Therefore, when calculating quotient
values, it is advisable to have the larger number as the dividend and the smaller number as
the divisor. Keeping that in mind the LTS method has been developed and is described and Two qualities are required of the states resulting from the transformation of morphometric data for them to be effective continuous character states. These criteria are 1 7 6 defined as follows:
1. Multiplying the morphological variation by N must increase the weight implied (i.e. must increase the weight implied the same amount N times. transformed quotients where ten of the calculations a is a value between one and ten (serially of the plots is used to infer the validity of the second tenet of criteria 1, although the tenets
are co-dependent. On the plots, unity is marked with a dash to help interpretation of criteria 2.
Real Data Examples
To test the reliability of continuous data transformed using a logarithmic Pterodactyloidea was used to test the morphometric cladistic techniques because it is a 1 9 3 morphologically well-defined and constrained group; the group is represented in the fossil record from their appearance to extinction; only morphological characters are available for this group; they demonstrate inverse proportions between taxa (Fig. 1) . The analysis of demonstrated to be detrimental to optimal tree recovery (Brazeau 2011) -have been reduced;
it is the most comprehensive pterodactyloid cladistic analysis currently in the literature;
currently it is the only pterodactyloid cladistic analysis to utilize continuous characters. range of taxa being studied -is plotted on a graph (Fig. 4) . The distribution of untransformed of rostrum depth/length and rostrum length/depth for pterodactyloid pterosaurs were 2 1 0 compared for datasets using no data transformation (Fig. 5A) , and LTS (Fig. 4B) , 2 1 1 trigonometric (Fig. 4C ) and log ratio (Fig. 4D) transformations. Method two.-In the second experiment, cladistic analyses were run using no using LTS, trigonometric and log ratio transformations. Each analysis, using each method 12 trees from each method were tested for their similarity using a consensus based metric, the method its results can be better interpreted. Here, it is used alongside tanglegrams, SPR researcher decision as well as the effect of converse datasets. Like log ratio scaled data, here
the trigonometric ratio scaled data is normalised between naught and one. respectively, to realign the data so that it is 'centred' on naught. As with the former 2 4 4 transformation methods, the LTS dataset is range scaled between naught and one using the weights implied by the continuous data will have a similar effect on the tree search as line, so that no inferences of shape can be made by their position of preservation. This
Linear transposition scaling (LTS).-This new method implements the equation
practice makes the data collinear, meaning that it cannot be rotated (Small 1996) . To test were identified using a scree plot and were then plotted against the LTS values in bivariate plots and in a three-dimensional scatter plot. The untransformed quotient values (Fig. 3A) demonstrate both tenets of criteria 1 in
continuous states calculated where the dividend is greater than the divisor, but this is not the
case for continuous states calculated where the divisor is greater than the dividend. Therefore, Both trigonometric (Fig. 3B) and logarithmic ( Fig. 3C ) transformations of quotient values satisfy criteria 2, but violate both tenets of criteria 1. The LTS method (Fig. 3D ) of transforming quotient values satisfies both criteria 1 and 2. Thus, LTS has the most desirable effects on the transformed data. therefore similarity/dissimilarity as perceived by a cladistic analysis. that when no data transformation is used and the dividend and divisor are inverted, the 2 8 7 quotient values fail to exhibit the same morphological variation (Fig. 4A ). The inequality of produced trees with SPR distances of 1.000 with respect to their reference tree (MPT from 3 1 0 matrix 1). When comparing trees from each scaling method to trees from another, they had 3 1 1 congruent leaves, but internal nodes shifted depending on the method used. The tree is the least similar to the other two trees ( Method Three
Because the three digitized landmarks representing the terminal ends of ulnae and 3 1 9
wing metacarpi are linear it is not possible to rotate the samples in morphospace (Small 1996:
pp. 14-16). Therefore, the only principal component (PC) that was informative was PC1, that the data fits a linear regression line well, with a Pearson's correlation coefficient of 0.98
and R 2 value of 0.96. Therefore, each method produces results that are a good approximation that the geometric morphometric method projects the data into tangential morphospace,
causing the curvilinear data distribution seen in the bivariate plot (Fig. 5) . Note, the curve is 3 3 1 centred on 0.00 of PC1. and wing-metacarpi. The data has a strong curvilinear correlation, but it is close to linear with 3 3 5 a Pearson's correlation coefficient of 0.98 and a R 2 value of 0.96.
The principal component analysis resulting from the generalized procrustes analysis
of the pterosaur rostrum demonstrated that pterosaur rostra occupied a large continuum of 3 3 8 morphospace (Fig. 6) . PC 1 was the most significant PC, while PC 2 still demonstrated some shape data into morphospace during the geometric morphometric analysis.
4 3
Each variable on the three-dimensional plot figured is informative, especially in by applying weights to the states. This is also true of historic methods such as gap weighting and finite mixture coding.
4 7
In PC 1 there is a curve very similar to that seen in logarithmically transformed data 3 4 8 (Fig. 6A) . The lowest long triangle and tallest short triangle are found at the extremes of the 3 4 9
PC1 range, while a triangle of near equal dimensions is in the middle. In PC 2 there is 3 5 0 quadratic relationship, meaning that pterosaurs with tall short rostra will be considered 3 5 1 related to pterosaurs with low long rostra, whilst a pterosaur rostrum exhibiting close to equal proportions is at the other extreme of the axis. Because PC2 has a quadratic relationship there are two triangles on the centre line (Fig. 6B) . The LTS values separate tall, short forms and low, long forms, while placing a triangle with a reasonably low and long form in the middle of the continuum. Considering that one extreme is significantly lower and longer than the other is tall and short, the skew towards low and long is expected. Using the LTS method also 3 5 7
means that a similar degree of variation is weighted similarly at any point in the data 3 5 8
continuum. against LTS, the triangles with arrows represent the rostrum shapes at the extremes of each
